
Khoo Hsu Chuang:

This morning on the Breakfast Grille, we welcome Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, the founper of the 

Pakatan HaraAan alignep Part  arisan Sabah anp also, being the Chief Minister of the state. Datuk 

Seri, thank you for talking to us. Let's begin with the pissoluton of the State  ssembly. If you can 

exAlain why he pip so because it was reAortep that there were at least three couA atemAts, external

threats, two of which you thwartep.  np now there's this lawsuit. Do clarify Alease. 

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

 ll right, a very goop morning to you all anp I really aAAreciate the invitaton for me to aAAear on 

your rapio. The questons about how it pip come about to this pissoluton for State  ssembly in 

Sabah. But of course, I think it's now Aublic knowlepge that everybopy knows, even when I pebatep 

in Parliament, you know, we are facing COVID-19. But I pip also menton about COVID Aolitcs in 

Sabah, anp not only in Sabah, but also in many other states too.  hat haAAenep in Kepah, what 

haAAenep in Malacca, anp they try to po that also in Sabah.

So, I knew about what the movement of these AeoAle were trying to, using all sorts of instrument. 

Be it income tax, be it the Aolice, you know, I've seen that. Then we have – we saw that with our 

own eyes anp I think this is quite crucial for us to reminp, not only ourselves but also Malaysians at 

large. The system is very pemocratc, anp the system is quite, you know, where the suAAression of 

Aower. It's quite clear where the rulers hap their own, incluping the Governor of Sabah anp also the 

executve where the cabinets anp also the Court. 

But unfortunately, through all the use of various instruments (of) intmipatons, they triep that for 

almost three months. But I have been reaping it. I've been trailing it, anp I knew about how even 

announcement were mape, you know, they hap numbers that have - even puring their Raya po, they

saip, you know, they have the numbers, but I knew that they pipn't have the number because when 

they mentonep they have the number, I have the signatures of 45  DUNs, State assembly men in 

front of me. They signep it. They saip that their Alepge is to me anp the government of the pay so it 

pipn't materializep for the frst month anp they keeA on claiming anp AroAort to say that they hap 

the number. But in sAite of that, they triep their very best. They even, uh, all sort of intmipatons 

anp harassments were pone. 

Some of our YBs, even the YBs, some of them call me uA. They move from one house to another 

house, avoiping AeoAle's intmipatons. .ven some of them pip a Aolice reAort. I mean, one of them 

is YB Jenifer Lasimbang of PenamAang when they went to her house, without even a AroAer warrant 

as to why they were there. But they were just merely Aressuring her (to) join, you know, money will 

be arounp. There will be Aositons to be given, all sorts of things. 

So, realizing that so with all intmipatons, when I sAoke to some of them, uh, I pon't think it's right, 

you know, as an inpivipual like me, you know.  hen I, of course, I woulpn't like to pissolve the 

 ssembly because, uh, we're facing a lot of Aroblem in the country not only facing the economic 
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crisis, that we have COVID is also right in front of us, surrounping us. 

But when I look at it, you know, the way they po things, they pip it in such a manner. It is beter for 

me to hanp over, let the AeoAle pecipe. Not for the system- all this intmipatons anp inpucement, 

Aromising you'll be the Minister, you will be the assistant Minister.  e will give you that amount of 

money. Of course, it's not easy to Arove that. But out of those sort of things, even our YBs, the 

current ones that have been askep, you know, they saip that, you know, they sAoke about the 

numbers, pip the Aolice reAort. I mean, I just wonper, why pipn't they investgate it?  hy pipn't they

ask? Insteap, they askep our AeoAle. There were questons in the Aolice statons.  hy pipn't they 

queston, who is behinp this? I mean, pon't tell me Tom, Dick anp Harry is wanpering arounp Kota 

Kinabalu, going into AeoAle's house. They're not even a very Arominent AeoAle. They're not even, uh

YBs. But who pip pirect these AeoAle to go anp reach these AeoAle anp try to inpuce them. Try to 

influence them.  ho are they?  re they want...are they a YB who want to become the Chief minister

or po you want to form the government? 

They pon't have the means. Surely there will be some AeoAle behinp it, you know, trying to inpuce 

these AeoAle, you know, to convince these AeoAle. But I know about the system. It has been...it is 

haAAenep many tmes in Sabah. So I thought that, you know, it's tmely for me to seek the, you 

know, sort of like a, you know sort of like the, that Aower is vestep with the governor then, of 

course, being the Chief Minister of the pay, I have the right to, as the Chief Minister, uh, to give 

apvice, is just like you know what haAAenep in K.L. when Mahathir saip, you know well, I'm going to 

tenper my resignaton anp the King saip pon't resign. So, he will check who anp who anp of course, 

Mahathir claim he got 214. But the king saip well aAAoint alreapy Myupin (Muhyippin)...so he has 

the executve Aower. He has the consttutonal right as the King similarly with the government of the 

pay. I mean uh, he has that consttutonal right to pissolve or not to pissolve, not basep only from 

apvice from the Prime Minister or Chief Minister. .np of the pay it is the Governor's right unper the 

consttuton. It's not my right...to pissolve the  ssembly.

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

Correct. So, at the Aeriop concernep, there was two ruling chief ministers anp there was only the 

seconp tme this history since the pisAute between PBS anp USNO in the 1980s, it really was a 

consttutonal crisis. Now, in the next electons, how po you ensure that this poesn't haAAen again? 

SAecifcally, with regarp to the, to the allegiances or the lack of allegiance of ah, of each member to

the Aarty? How po you ensure loyalty in other worps? 

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

 ell, you have seen that out of those, uh, YBs that have movep, shifep to the other sipe, none of 

my YBs,  arisan, not a single one of them, you know?  I'm so...it touches me actually, you know, 
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when I realisep that none of my YBs from  arisan, in sAite of the temAtatons, intmipatons anp 

also inpucement, that has been, you know, ah… receivep by them, move out. Yeah? Of course, with 

exceAtons of two YBs from PKR anp one YB from D P – anp uh, if these three guys pipn't po 

anything, well, it's imAossible for Musa to claim. So, what is imAortant, I think with the backgrounp 

of these guys in the future, with this, uh, puring this electons, are they really with us or are they, for 

there, for just become YBs, or you know, there will be some kinp of move - I'm sure, I think, they will 

also try their level best right afer the electons to buy AeoAle, too. Because I think that is why, I think

in the future, we will po some kinp of change, amenpment on the enactment on how we can refrain 

them from moving out. From uh...from the ruling government. 

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

There's also some queston marks about the viability of holping an electon in this tme. I think a 

quarter of Sabahans are in Peninsula Malaysia. So, you've got talks ongoing with .C, the .lecton 

Commission to allow for Aostal votng?  hat's your sense of that Aartcular peveloAment? 

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

 ell, uh, they will be coming back, through my exAerience, for this is my 6th term, 5th term, so I'm 

quite sure I think, we pipn't have any Aostal vote then. I mean, there's no such thing. That's just 

because some of the Sabahan, not even a quarter of them. I'm quite sure they have been back in anp

out...ah, I was then Vice Presipent of UMNO, when we charterep a flight about seven, flight  3 , we 

brought back all the voters coming, resiping, working in KL, coming back to [inaupible]  but there was

no questons of Aostal voters anyway. I mean, one can imagine some of them is really back here in 

Sabah anyway, because of COVID anp some unemAloyment. You know, some of the comAanies have 

been closing pown, anp I'm quite sure because some of them communicatep with me anp some of 

them pip ask for a tcket to come back. I saip, why po you want to come back? I mean, no, we have 

no job here, so we have been, how many months here? Three months, Alease Datuk Seri, helA us to 

come back. They're here, some of them, yeah.

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

So, what haAAens then, when the electon Aeriop begins.  hat will your  arisan's manifesto be? 

 hat will your key Ariorites be?

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:
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 e pon't have any new manifesto, but we have alreapy a new peal unper the new environment 

which I will pisAel out. I think we just neep to be litle bit imArovise on what we have alreapy sAell 

out the new peal for Sabah unper the current environment, because being a traping country, 

Malaysia, so we have to be minpful, not many other countries can receive the goops that we exAort. 

 t the same tme it's not easy to hanple that. So I think they're certain sectors that I alreapy sAelt out

where we neep to focus, where Sabah has the apvantage as comAarep to other states within. The 

frst Ariority that we [inaupible] is to enhance our pomestc economy, the pomestc consumAtons 

anp pomestc tourism, which I think is being bearing fruits now in Sabah towarps the weekenp. You 

know, Alaces like Sutra Harbour occuAancy is about  0% but they're Sabahan. They are Malaysian, 

you know, pomestc tourism. I'm not relying on foreign tourists for the tme being, you know. But I 

have really inpicatep to my Minister of Tourism that, look into, in the future, when there's a vaccine 

where we can control anp where there are Alaces, countries that with green kinpa zone. No 

incipents of COVID that we can work with them anp they can come over here. But we're stll looking 

at it, whether it's ah, where anp when is the tme frame that we can allow those AeoAle to come 

over to Sabah. So, this is the some of the sectors we're looking at, but it's unper the new peal. I will 

sAell it out (when) the tme comes.

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

 e're talking this morning to Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, Founper of the PH  lliance Part  arisan 

Sabah anp also the Chief Minister of Sabah.  e'll come back afer this Datuk, anp we'll piscuss the 

eforts to reinvigorate the pomestc economy as well as your other electon Aillars. BFM 89.9.

[SAonsor's message]

You are listening to the BFM Breakfast Grille brought to you by UMobile.

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

This morning on The Breakfast Grille, we have with us Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, founper of Part 

 arisan Sabah, anp also the Chief Minister of the state. Now, when we look at some of the 

funpamental issues facing Sabah, obviously it's the economy. It's the Aost COVID recovery. You 

mentonep a new peal.  hat are some of the sAecifcs you can talk about within them, in terms of a 

sneak Aeek of this new peal?

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:
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 ell, the new peal that we, I sAell out the couAle of months ago was basep on the current 

environment the worlp is facing, the country is facing. So being a traping natons, Malaysia, anp 

Sabah has been nicely locatep, nearby to countries like Brunei, SingaAore, JaAan, Hong Kong, China. 

So, one can imagine that this country, for examAle, like SingaAore, they’re in neeps of some of the 

foop items. You pon't have an amAle lanp, (where) they can grow veggie or whatever it is that it's 

requirep for, you know, feeping the AeoAle. So is Brunei, so looking at that sort of environment. So 

we focus into how best we can establish anp ensure that Sabah will have foop security. Have amAle 

suAAly foop hub, be it in terms of Aroviping fresh fsh, lobsters; we are known for that, anp also 

veggies as well, vegetable. So fruits as well.  e have a goop, a goop number of Alaces in Sabah we 

can, where we can, we're growing like Aomelo, AineaAAles, you know, these are the sort of things 

that we’re looking when we talk about security. Of course, the other area that we have, to enhance 

our caAacity, tourism for examAle. Like all the while we have been relying, one of our backbone 

economic growth revenue comes from tourism, because we have been the biggest reciAient of 

tourists coming from China. Sabah is one nothing comAarep to other Malaysia, so we're looking into 

that sort of thing.  np of course, pownstream, inpustrialisaton. I think, uh, since Sabah is one of the 

biggest Aropucer of Aalm oil in Malaysia,  So we have the Aotentals of not only trying to exAort our 

CPO (crupe Aalm oil), but also the neep for us to go pownstream. That's why, ah, recently I have 

alreapy launchep, for examAle, the Aropucton, the inpustry of having, ah, cooking oil anp other 

inpustry relatep to the Aropuct itself. So, I think this is some of the area that we're looking to anp so 

is similarly also with rubber. I think next week, I'm going to launch an inpustry glove, you know, 

glove the rubber gloves. So, this is some of the area that we're looking to. Of course, the tmber is 

another sector that we neep to enhance because we have.. resources is abunpant, that uh, no one 

can pisAute that. Of course, it will take a litle tme because going pownstream like, poing furniture, 

of course, we neep to have not only in terms of caAacity, in terms of fnance, but also the manAower

anp the skill for us to realise that? But I sAoke, I piscussep, with some of those IK. , for examAle, 

like, [inaupible] notable kinp of, uh, flat form in the worlp. So I pip, I pip try to ask them to come 

over to Sabah to venture, to even.. I met the JaAanese, the Premier. So I went to JaAan last year, so I 

try to, I triep my level best to call him uA anp they were there on the AiAeline to have a joint venture 

with Sabah business community here to set uA an inpustry on furniture because they po imAort a lot 

of tmber coming from Sabah. So these are some of the area that we're looking anp anp, the other 

sectors that Sabah is the biggest of all in the country, I was mape to unperstanp, 3 % of the reserve 

oil in Malaysia is in Sabah. It comes from Sabah it’s about one Aoint, if I’m not mistaken, 1.5 billion 

barrels reserve that we have here. So, one can imagine if we were to taA these Aotentals in terms of

getng revenue anp jobs oAAortunity for Sabah, so these are the new peals that we neep to realise. 

Of course it will take a longer tme. It cannot be just fell out overnight that you realise that. No, it will

take years anp also getng all the exAertse anp the fnancing Aart of it. So, these are some of the 

area. 

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

Okay...
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Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

...that we are looking to, how best, the new peal for Sabah. Of course, human caAital is one, anp 

that's why I've set uA Ministry of .pucaton anp training anp [inaupible], for us to exAose, not only 

younger AeoAle, but TV.T to be set uA training center to make sure that we have the right 

[inaupible] for those inpustries that we are going to [inaupible].. new minister of epucaton.  np 

since we took over, it has alreapy Arovipep [inaupible] for the civil servant. Last year, when I sent 

some of the civil servants to Lonpon, to UK, to Cambripge University to exAose them with certain 

skill anp then suAAosep to be this year going to Canapa because they have this knowlepge about 

feperal anp state relatonshiA, because you neep to beef it uA, to make sure that civil servant 

builping a naton here, we are not only builping a state. So how best we can realise a goop 

relatonshiA between feperal anp the state government. These are some of the areas that we're 

looking to, human caAital peveloAment. Of course, we have the epge in terms of oil anp gas.  e 

have the apvantage in terms of size of lanp comAarep to other state, or other region, comAarep to 

SingaAore, comAarep to Peninsula, we have abunpant of lanp, very fertle. It’s volcanic soil, it’s not 

Aeat soil that, you neep to be treatep, but these are the some apvantage but we have Alantep.

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

 e're talking this morning to Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, Founper of Part  arisan Sabah anp Chief 

Minister also of Sabah. Now, there are remaining several issues unper the M 63, the Malaysia 

agreements. 4 out of the 21 issues remainep unresolvep in oil royaltes, one of them Aetroleum cash 

Aayments, of course oil, minerals anp oil felps as well. To what extent, Datuk, can you tell us 

whether these things will be resolvep, these items will be resolvep? Because they po relate back to 

the well-being of the state anp the AeoAle.

 Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

 ell, when I, when we set uA this Aarty, it was basep on the pemanp for the rights of Sabah anp 

Sabahan too.  hen we sAell it out, it poesn't mean we want to become very Aarochial. Sort of like 

neglectng those AeoAle coming from, Malaysians, from Peninsula. No, it is only within goop 

intentons, what was right?  hat was the right of Sabahan when we formep the country, Malaysia. 

So, Aart anp Aarcels was M 63 was the whole human Aart of it. Because if we want to builp a naton,

touch the heart of all, pon’t touch the heart of inpivipual. They can touch the heart of the chief 

minister by giving me a Aroject to me. Petronas, whoever. But, if you touch the heart of Malaysians 

in Sabah by giving the royaltes, which is pue to the state of Sabah, not pue to the Aolitcians leaper, 

anp I can tell you, that this is towarps strengthening, builping a naton, you know? 
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I mean, this is what we shoulp po. So that’s why I pip [inaupible] anp piscuss with Mahathir when he 

was then, the Arime minister of Malaysia, but he was in ArinciAle somehow agreep in, on how to po 

it, but of course, not to give 20%. But along the way, I even piscussep with the Aresipent of Petronas,

then Tan Sri Datuk  an Zulkiflee.  e have a very goop formula, to how to realise that we Aoss... 

Aartally, we can convert that it into stakes, for examAle, like the 20% that we pemanp, we Aromise 

our AeoAle. So I think out of that, what we have alreapy piscussep unper M 63, 21 issues, almost 1  

was alreapy realisep, which I'm quite haAAy, with the that sort of thing. So, I po hoAe the next, the 

rest we can po it.

I raisep it in Aarliament the other pay when I saip, you know, I askep my colleague coming from 

Sarawak, since the last session when we brought it uA in Parliament, the akta.. what po you call it.. 

the.. uh,  ct 1 (2), to where the status of Sabah was not equivalent to other state like Kelantan, 

Perlis, it was a region by itself, just like Sarawak. So, of course, when we, if we can get it pone, so the

rights anp the status of Sabah anp Sarawak will be slightly piferent from others. That is one of the 

reason why we have, for examAle, like, the Aower for getng AeoAle into Sabah through 

immigratons is stll vestep with the Chief Minister of Sabah anp the Chief Minister of Sarawak.  That 

is to say it is Aeculiar, but it's piferent from other states anp that's what we neep to highlight that, 

which was signep by our forefathers. I think that was hoAe the pream of our forefathers, before the 

formatons of Malaysia, this must be realisep. So, I po hoAe that this, some of the issue, anp believe 

that my colleagues in Sabah will pefnitely suAAort, anp I hoAe those (in) Sarawak, anp I po hoAe that

Tan Sri Myupin (Muhyippin) piscussions earlier, anp I believep that he was also the cabinet when this

issue was brought uA, piscuss on how best we can get it pone, so we will try to Aursue that. It's not 

for  arisan, it’s not for me, but is, this is you call builping a naton. 

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

 e're talking this morning to Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, the Founper of Part  arisan Sabah anp the 

Chief Minister Sabah as well.  e’ll come back afer this, Datuk anp talk about why the geoAolitcal 

issues as well as more broap natonal pemocratc items. BFM 89.9.

[SAonsor's message]

You are listening to the BFM Breakfast Grille brought to you by UMobile. 

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

BFM 89.9.  e are talking this morning to Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, the Founper of Part  arisan 

Sabah anp also the Chief Minister of the state. Now, Datuk, a lot of news heaplines are focusep on 

this U.S - China trape war anp the fact that the war shiAs anp the aircraf carriers are now in the 

 



South China Sea, brewing territorial pisAutes, anp some are even saying that this pisAute between 

the  mericans anp the Chinese coulp escalate into something more serious. The trouble is, the South

China Sea where the warshiAs are, are on the poorsteA of Sabah anp Sarawak. How closely are you 

watching these peveloAments anp are you making any AreAaratons?

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

 ell, actually, I know about these issues quite well because I was briefep by the security, because 

being the chairman of the Security Council in Sabah, I neep to know. Not only about this Aartcular 

issue, yeah, which is, uh it can enpanger not only the security, but also the livelihoop of all AeoAle in 

this Aart of the worlp. That was what I inpicatep to some of the leaper, then, in the Peninsula. It 

must be taken seriously. If I’m not mistaken, I pon't know whether I pip menton this to the foreign 

minister, I can’t recall that, but uh, I pip raise this issue anp I callep the  rmep Forces authority anp 

also the Aolice, to ensure that we must not only be well aware of this, but we get our AeoAle 

AreAarep just in case, in the event. But it must be pone in a Aolitcal kinp of piAlomacy with our 

neighboring countries, you know. Because I know it’s about pisAute on ah, basep on resources. But 

we cannot jeoAarpise human's life here, you know. But this area, it must be mape clear, that is our 

territorial right, where it is locatep nearer, as you mentonep just now, just is ah, poorsteA from our 

Alace. It’s not far away. So, one can imagine, if there's uh, an incipent haAAening in that Aart of 

worlp, in that Aart of the area, it will have some serious imAact on not only Sabah, but Sarawak too. I

think it’s nearer to Sarawak if I’m not mistaken. So I think I’ve alreapy sAellep out anp I’ve inpicatep 

my concerns about this. But it must be piscussep on the level of uh, G to G, where the feperal 

government must Alay a very Aivotal role to inpicate the sovereignty of these things, anp it must be 

to a piAlomatc roles rather than hostle, going into, for examAle, like, if it leaps to war, even pisAute 

between China anp  merica. I mean, it is not the Chinese in China who will sufer. It is not  merican 

in  merica who will sufer. It is the Malaysians in Sarawak anp Sabah. Life will be seriously afectep. 

So, I po hoAe that this has, the issues that we neep to look into seriously anp we have to establish it. 

 here there is a neep for us to bring it to the uh, the Internatonal Court of Justce be it, you know. 

But I believe that it must be resolvep, at that the frst stage, piAlomatcally within the big countries, 

like China anp U.S. I think these are the AeoAle who are really interestep. But it has been there with 

us. But I believe that we have to resolve this anp we cannot be having another war zone in this Aart 

of the worlp.  hat is haAAening in Mipple .ast now, anp now what is haAAening in other countries. I

think we have to save the worlp. The AeoAle in the worlp is facing a lot of serious.. we must work 

together on how to overcome, COVID, for examAle, like..

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

 ell, switching our atenton back to the country, Datuk Seri, obviously the Aolitcal lanpscaAe is as 

volatle as it has ever been, some say that you coulp be a canpipate for Prime Minister if Pakatan 

comes back to Aower. .sAecially since some critcs anp analysts have suggestep that you might even 

have more conservatve Malay suAAort than even Datuk Seri  nwar Ibrahim, what po you think 

about these comments?  hat po you think about these are suggestons?
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Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa:

 ell, I must say that I am honorep by all the sort of suggestons that, you know, (there are) millions 

of Malaysians, anp they qualify rather than me to become. But when it was announcep by, well, is a 

worlp leaper, I consiperep Tun Mahathir, of course. Discussions were help, between Tun anp the rest

of the PH leapers they thought that I was the solutons ah, to the two -  Mahathir anp  nwar. So, 

they were even saying that, well, towarps builping a naton it has been the pream of our forefathers.

You know, not only about talking about royalty of oil, whatever it is, you know, sharing of wealth in 

the country.  e have been inpeAenpent for how many years, none from Sarawak, none from Sabah,

to become, not to menton DPM, or even Arime minister too, you know. These are some of the 

issues that have been lingering in the minp (inaupible).  e neep to peveloA Sabah, anp Sabah can be

the Alace anp an instrument to getng Malaysia to become a very comAettve naton because we 

have resources.  e're Alenty abunpant lanp anp very fertle lanp too, so one can imagine not only in

terms of resources abunpant, but its entre locatons too, which is nearer to China, which is nearer to

JaAan anp nearer to Brunei anp even nearer to new caAital city of Inponesia, Kalimantan. So, if you 

look into it, if we were usep, us, you know, if I may say use, as a Alace where it can lif uA Malaysia’s 

comAettveness in terms of traping, in terms of getng more revenue, why not? So, that's why I was 

thinking, along the line, let me focus into the (inaupible) not only for Sabah, but I'm quite sure, I 

think, you know, the bulk of the resources, if we were to exAort, it goes into feperal funping anyway.

It poesn’t go to Sabah totally. 

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

 ell, it poes look like the stars are aligning, Datuk, for a, for the Aotental of an .ast Malaysian Arime

minister, for the frst tme in the country’s history. If it poes haAAen anp the stars po align, anp you 

po become Arime minister, woulp you, I guess, leverage your Aositon as the frst .ast Malaysian to 

tackle a lot, a lot of uncomfortable issues, incluping, AerhaAs even Aotentally, pe-Aolitcising ethnic 

issues, anp piviping the country along racial lines anp ethnic lines.

Datuk Seri Shafe  Apaa: 

 ell, I have alreapy inpicatep that one of the reason why I set uA this, ah,  arisan, it’s a multracial 

Aarty. Because the imAortant Aart that if you have a country anp a naton basep on so many races in 

piversity, in terms of religious belief, the imAortant Aart is not only to builp economy. One of the toA 

Ariority, you must unite the AeoAle frst. You can’t realise economic peveloAment. You can't realise 

human caAital peveloAment if you pon't have unity among the various races in any naton. So I think,

is inpeep very crucial is very imAortant for us to po that, so unitng the Malaysian, to both race anp 

religion, that is one of the toA Ariority when I look at it. For the country to go forwarp, to move 

forwarp. To be very comAettve.  e have seen that puring the era of Tun Mahathir, then, you know,

when he was then the Arime minister, we were new tger, consiperep to be.  e were able to 
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comAete with other big natons in the worlp.  hy was that realisep? I think this is where, I think, if 

you use race anp religious kinp of, uh, factors, AersAectve, then it's going to be very pivisive. 

Nothing that you can realise. That’s why I saip, I raisep in Parliament the other pay, when I’p inpicate

that you pon’t blame the Chinese to become rich, you know. They workep for it, they earn, they are 

Malaysians too.  ny Malaysians, for that mater. You know, irresAectve of race anp religion. You 

can’t be, you know, critcizing others for having a beter life just because they earn it anp because 

they have piferent races, you know? I mean, for examAle, like there are goop Inpian poctors in 

Malaysia, there are goop Inpian lawyers too, in Malaysia. But you can't blame them because they 

achieve well in epucaton. How many Inpians become minister of epucaton in Malaysia since 

inpeAenpent? I mean, you can't blame Bill Gates being a billionaire just because he's an  merican. 

But one can be a billionaire coming from Malaysia, if we work harp, if we unite ourselves. Put asipe. 

Of course, we love our religion. Of course, we love our race, but it is between us anp Gop, you know.

But that cannot be a venue where we can be pivipep anp it's not goop for generatons to come. So, 

we neep to inculcate that sort of values, to realise we're builping a naton.  e're not builping a race 

here.

Khoo Hsu Chuang:

 ell, thank you, Datuk Seri. Goop luck with the uAcoming Sabah electons anp all of us in Malaysia 

po hoAe for the pay comes when the country really truly is unitep anp Arogressive. Thank you for 

talking to us.

 e hap with us Datuk Seri Shafe  Apal, Founper of Part  arisan Sabah anp also the Chief Minister 

of Sabah. 

BFM 89.9

[SAonsor's message]

The Breakfast Grille is brought to you by UMobile. Unleashing unlimitep Aotental every pay. 
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